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Abstract. Because the motor and reducer of the conventional tandem welding robot are installed at the
revolute joint, the robot has large rotational inertia and long residual vibration time. However, due to the
limitation of workspace and other reasons, the current parallel robot is not suitable for all series welding
robots. Therefore, based on the concept of "multi-degree-of-freedom controllable mechanism", a new
controllable mechanism welding robot is proposed in this paper. The driving motor and reducer, which have
great influence on the main and branch chain of the welding robot, are installed on the frame. The advantage
of this design is that the inertia of the robot mechanism is significantly reduced, and its dynamic
performance is improved. The position errors of the end members of the welding robot moving along the
circle, as well as the angle errors of each joints under the circle movements are analysed.

1 Introduction
As a common industrial robot, welding robot is widely
used in production practice 1. Because the driving motor
and reducer are installed in the joint of the traditional
series welding robot, not only the moment of inertia of
the robot is increased, but also the residual vibration is
difficult to eliminate. However, the current parallel robot
has some problems, such as limited working space and
high coupling degree, so it is difficult to replace the
traditional series welding robot.
Due to the accumulation of the clearance value of
each kinematic pair of the traditional series robot, the
position error of end components is large. Somashekhar
et al.2 proposed a robot vision measurement system,
which is used to obtain the motion error of the end
position of the mobile robot.Tsai et al. 3used the
equivalent kinematic pair to simulate the degree of
freedom caused by the joint clearance, and studied the
influence of the clearance error of the kinematic pair on
the transmission performance of the mechanism. Shi et al.
4 improved the absolute positioning accuracy of KUKA
KR5 arc series industrial robot with joint clearance by
using the method of on-line error compensation. Zhou et
al. 5improved a hybrid least-squares genetic algorithmbased algorithm, and identified and compensated the
precision of HA006 series robot with the clearance of
joint.
In this paper, the concept of "multi degree of freedom
controllable mechanism"6 is applied to industrial robots,
and a welding robot with multi degree of freedom
controllable mechanism is proposed7. The basic idea of
this new type of multi DOF welding robot is to move the
motor and reducer installed in the motion joint of the
serial robot to the frame as much as possible. The motor
is installed on the frame to drive the motion chain, so as
*

to realize the movement of the robot. In this way, the
inertia of the robot can be obviously reduced and the
time of residual vibration can be shortened. However, the
kinematic performance of this new type of multi-degreeof-freedom robot has not been analyzed and studied,
especially the influence of its motion pair clearance on
its end trajectory. Therefore, based on the clearance
model of the continuous contact kinematic pair8, the DH model9 with clearance of the main kinematic chain of
the welding robot is established, and the position error of
the end member and the angle error of each joint are
analyzed when there is joint clearance under the arc
trajectory of the welding robot, which lays the
foundation for the follow-up research of the controllable
mechanism welding robot.

2 Structure of welding
controllable mechanism

robot with

The controllable mechanism welding robot transfers part
of the joint drive motor and reducer to the base, reduces
the moment of inertia and residual vibration of the robot,
and improves the dynamic performance of the robot. The
structure of controllable mechanism welding robot is
shown in Figure 1.
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Each component of the welding robot is connected by a
moving pair. This paper only studies the influence of
joint clearances 2 and 3 on the robot end position. The
reasons are as follows: a. the joints 1 and 2 are located on
the main chain of motion, and the main motion of the
whole robot is completed by the main chain of motion; B.
the joints 2 and 3 are far away from the end components
of the robot, where the clearance has a greater impact on
the end through the accumulation of the chain of motion.
Because the mechanism welding robot is a complex
structure of series parallel combination, its clearance
model can be regarded as a continuous contact model to
simplify the analysis. Based on this, the kinematics
model of welding robot with clearance is established, as
shown in Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1(a) Mechanism diagram of welding robot. (b)A threedimensional picture of a welding robot. (c)The physical
prototype of the welding robot.
Figure 2 Model of joint clearance

3 Kinematics analysis of welding robot
considering joint clearance
3.1. Vector model of joint clearance
Establish the clearance model of the kinematic pair as
shown in Figure 2. It is assumed that the holes and shafts
of the rotating pair are all standard circles, and the radii
are Rb and RJ respectively. When the clearance is not

considered, the ideal length of member A is l , and the
ideal angular displacement is  . When considering the
clearance between moving pairs, the actual length of
member a is l  , and the actual angular displacement is
  . The following relationships can be obtained:
2
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Figure 3 Controllable mechanism welding robot model with
joint clearance

The synthetic transformation matrix of robot end is

According to the actual working track of the controllable
welding robot studied in this paper, the clearance model
of the moving pair can be regarded as a continuous
contact model, and the clearance of the moving pair can
be regarded as a certain length of connecting rod without
mass. According to the error model:
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According to formula(3), the position transformation
matrix of welding robot with clearance joint is as follows
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3.2. Forward kinematics solution of welding
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Where, pi is the position matrix of the end actuator of
the welding robot with clearance in the base coordinate;
 ni oi ai is the position matrix of the end actuator in
the base coordinate.

4 Analysis of the position error of the
end component of welding robot
4.1 Analysis of motion track and joint angle

(d)

The arc trajectory of the welding robot is simulated, and
the trajectory equation is

x0 =
68 − 30sin ( 0.5 t ) , y0 =
0, z0 =
85-30cos ( 0.5 t )

(5)
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq.(4), draw the arc track with
Matlab, and then get the speed change of each joint of
the clearance welding robot and the ideal welding robot,
as shown in Fig. 4.
The arc track motion of welding robot is analyzed. In
an ideal state, the trajectory of the robot's end and the
angle of its moving joint change smoothly. When
considering the clearance, the angle of the moving joint
fluctuates slightly. Therefore, in the actual process, due
to the reasonable setting of the clearance size of the
motion pairs.

(e)

(f)
Figure 4 (a) Arc trajectory simulation of welding robot. (b)-(f)
Angle error of joint 1-joint 5
(a)

4.2 Analysis of position error of end component
According to the kinematic analysis of the welding robot,
the difference between the positive kinematics of the
ideal model and that of the joint clearance model can be
obtained
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Figure 5 X-direction positio-nal value error of end compon-ent
(c)
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model of continuous contact, the angle variation
relationship of each joint of the welding robot with
clearance is analyzed. When the clearance value is
0.1mm, the range of end position error of welding robot
is obtained.
The author(s) disclosed receipt of the following financial
support for the research, authorship, and/or publication of this
article. The work was supported by National Natural Science
Foundation of China Grant No. 51765005.
Figure 6 Y-direction positio-nal value error of end compon-ent
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